Coping with catastrophe

Ash dieback - personally speaking
Forestry Consultant Rick Worrell recently completed work for
Forestry Commission on the potential impacts of ash dieback. In
this piece, he gives us a personal appreciation of ash and a view
of the how the disease is already making itself felt.

P

ersonally speaking, I think ash
dieback is going to be traumatic.
Watching a tree species slowly
succumbing to a deadly disease is
going to change the backdrop for
the coming decades of our lives professional and personal. For those of
us who frame our life and work with
the idea that things - land, woods,
landscapes - are getting better, this is
going to be hard.
And it gets oddly personal when, like
many RS members, we have built
native trees into our lives. If you are
like me, trees inevitably jostle their way
into every weekend trip and holiday;
and any journey includes a barely
conscious inventory of wayside trees
and woods. We have imposed trees on
our families and friends until they have
become entwined into our everyday.
And for me, trees also occupy my
9-5; I have spent 25 years hauling
broadleaved trees, once largely exiled,
back into forestry. And amongst these
trees, ash is a shining star. Like most
everyday things of value, we only really
discern their real worth once they are
threatened.

Irreplaceable ash

Before I continue to air my mental
frailties in public, let me say why I
Below: Rick’s ancient elm. Photo: Rick Worrell.
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think ash is a special tree. When you
are in an ashwood, you are usually
in a small speck of luxuriant lowland
woodland, which has survived through
history by some real miracle; a corner
that farmers and foresters somehow
neglected to put to productive use.
The kind of quintessential miracle
patch of woodland that most “native
woodlanders” have somewhere in
their histories, in which we stood one
time and looked out at the endless
landscapes of over-management
beyond, thought about, and left a
different person.
I like birchwoods, but often they
owe their existence to agricultural
abandonment of some sort; and
oakwoods are mostly planted; but
ashwoods are often the genuine
article, usually surviving in spite of
everything, maybe aided only by a
bit of inconvenient topography - a
lowland den or upland gulley, the last
few sloping metres beside a river, some
scree or a crag. A quick list of plants at
your feet - primrose, wood anemone,
bluebell, bugle, wood cranesbill,
red campion, and maybe yellow
pimpernel or wild garlic, show that
this is essentially a scrap of wild land.
The acre of ashwood below my house
has globeflower, giant bellflower, three
species of orchid, ragged robin, sanicle,
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crab apple trees and guelder rose. Not
a trace of the vaguely disappointing
biological uniformity of many Scottish
woods.
My kitchen dresser is made of Scottish
ash, cut with a Woodmizer saw and
crafted by one of our phoenix-like
band of hardwood craftsmen. Some
of the timber is bright and naturally
modern, and some of it coloured,
moody and classic. Opening up
dodgy-looking logs with a Woodmizer
finally brought home to many of us
that Scottish hardwoods are actually
beautiful, are valuable, can be sold
and are worth the effort. And so ash
became central to the idea of quality
broadleaves; or more than central - I
would say ash is irreplaceable. No
other tree combines all these virtues:
easy to establish, grows fast and
straight, resistant to onslaught by grey
squirrel, has a timber that dries easily
and works well. Just at the point when
foresters finally fully appreciate its value,
and are finally able to exploit its potential,
ash comes under this deadly threat.
Two fields away we have an ancient
ash tree growing out of a dry stone
dyke; in fact the tree completely
encloses the stones of the dyke in
its timber. My son, Ryan, wormed
his way into its hollow interior and
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reported that there were no stones
in its centre, from which we learned
that the tree preceded the dyke. And
both the dyke and the tree appear on
the 1860s map, documenting its last
150 years. Its crown is 100 feet across
and to our delight we can climb up
the low branches on one side of the
crown, walk on a level branch paved
with moss and liverworts to the trunk
and descend on a similar branch on
the other side. It is part tree, part
monument and defines the landscape
for four otherwise un-noteworthy
fields. Maybe half a dozen people
know that it exists. And now we are
having to contemplate the disease
threading its way in from leaf, to
twig, to branch, to ancient timber
and down to the dry stone dyke. And
this precious tree is probably one of
thousands - other small groups of
people scattered across Scotland have
their neighbourhood ash trees, known
only to them, landmarking their lives.

Ash ecosystems

Ashwoods were once called ‘ashelm woodlands’, but first they lost
elm, and now it is quite likely that
Chalara will rob them of their ash
too. Both principal species - going,
going, gone. With bitter irony, it has
often been ash, the master species of
gap-replacement, that replaced the
dead elm. In my wood, these patches
of ash, now 15 metres tall - and with
the dead elm butts still discernible in

the leaf litter below - are one of the
features I prize the most. They show
how woodlands recover, develop and
progress. I find it hard to even think
about these ashes, in their turn, dying
out.

clients - now with more ash as a result
of my involvement. And I’ve even done
it in my own wood, damn it.

Mental games

The loss of elm was a tragedy, but
one that had all-but disappeared over
the rim of history. But now, with ash
dieback, it is forcing its way back into
our collective consciousness. Many
of our rarest woodland lichens and
mosses grew on both elm and ash;
and with elm largely gone, these have
become more reliant on ash. So what
now? Add to this the fact that ash also
has its own fungi, moths, beetles and
hoverflies, all dependent, wholly or
largely, on it. It was the same for elm.
Having thought about this during
the last few months, I now look at
the veteran ash tree below my house
not just as a tree and monument,
but also as a haven for a collective of
little, weird, dependent species I know
nothing about. And the piles of rotten
timber that once were elm trees seem
sadder than ever.
I have to laugh. Ash is often the classic
“missing species” in many woods and
I have made a point of encouraging
clients to make more space for ash in
their woods and plant it where it is
missing; even to the point of starting to
turn oakwoods planted on ash ground,
back towards ash. Poor, unfortunate

This has every hallmark of us reaping the
rotten harvest of an age when pathogens
have found they can hitch rides across the
entire globe in container ships and jumbo
jets, from one ecosystem to another, in a
way never designed by nature.
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I am starting to notice ash trees
everywhere. Now I add them to my
mental map in every place that is dear
to me - the corner of the road from
my house, my friends’ gardens, the
school grounds, the railway track,
and every wood I find myself in. I am
bracing myself for the first withering
shoot and dying twig of the summer of
2013. A host of trees I have never paid
attention to until now are standing,
shoots aloft, primed to catch the
assailing spore.
I have seen ash dieback in Norway,
in its first years of attack; the signs of
the disease on my journey from Oslo
on one hand trivial - just dead twigs
and branches; but they drew the eye
unceasingly and now they are my main
memory of the trip. I wonder how easy
it is going to be to turn off my seeking
eye when the symptoms appear at
home. Will I get used to ash trees
starting to die?
And so the little mental games go
on. Now when I go to my firewood
stack and take out an ash log, I find
myself trying to figure out which tree
it came from. I never did that before. I
remember precisely where I was when
I first heard that Chalara was in the
country, that it had rendered ash an
endangered species in Sweden - and
that 60 percent or more of trees in
Denmark were infected. Similarly, the
Channel 4 News story when I learned
of it appearing in the woods of East
Anglia, remains as clear as day; and I
can recall the thought - it has jumped
the North Sea by itself. I remember
these things with the unnerving clarity
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that I thought was reserved only for
9/11 and tsunami disasters. And I
remember thinking with irony that
that Chalara is such a beautiful name.

Wondering

Yes, I have tried talking myself out of
it. “What are you doing, mourning a
tree species before it is even dying?”
Maybe our extreme oceanic climate
will defeat the pathogen, like the
endless drizzle and damp and mud
unhinge the rest of us. Maybe Scottish
ash has some resistant genes uniquely
forged by rain, salt spray, gales
and neglect. Maybe there will be a
technological fix. Maybe the damage
will be trivial. But nothing much in
the European experience of Chalara now spanning astonishing ecological
extremes from Sweden to Slovenia,

Hungary to Holland - supports those
kinds of hopes.
So let’s be clear, this has every hallmark
of us reaping the rotten harvest of an
age when pathogens have found they
can hitch rides across the entire globe
in container ships and jumbo jets, from
one ecosystem to another, in a way never
designed by nature. The old rules of
ecological balance don’t apply. I see
little cause for hope, I fear the worst
and I hope against hope that I’m
wrong. Concerned people keep on
asking me what they will be able to
do about it, for the ash trees in their
gardens or in their woods; but I have
no real answer.
Now, as I write, we are in this unique
winter interregnum - both fungus

and ash tree are sleeping. The surreal
whirl of press reports and ministerial
statements is over for now. Foresters,
naturalists, farmers, walkers - and
my family - an eager army of wouldbe doers and fixers, with no obvious
fix at hand, and nothing much to
do, wondering, wondering what is
coming.
Rick Worrell is an independent forestry
consultant with over 30 years’ experience
in forestry, specialising in broadleaved
woodland. He is Chair of Forestry
Commission Perth and Argyll Forestry
Forum and an active member of the
independent think-tank Forest Policy
Group (http://www.forestpolicygroup.
org/). Rick is a woodland owner and has
written some fifty forestry publications.

Logging on to Catastrophe
Search for ‘catastrophe’ on Google
and such is our dumbed down ethercommunity, you find Apostrophe
Catastrophes (a blog about
punctuation), the suggestion that a
fiasco is equivalent to a catastrophe,
and a cat rescue home. Search
instead for ‘disaster’ and Wiki (we
shouldn’t rely on it but we do) pedia
gives a good working definition: “a
disaster is a natural or man-made
(or technological) hazard resulting
in an event of substantial extent
causing significant physical damage
or destruction, loss of life, or drastic
change to the environment ... it is a
phenomenon that can cause damage
to life and property and destroy the
economic, social and cultural life
of people.” It continues: “Human
vulnerability, and lack of appropriate
emergency management, leads to
financial, environmental, or human
impact. The resulting loss depends
on the capacity of the population to
support or resist the disaster: their
resilience. And it is that “lack of
appropriate emergency management”
that interests me.
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Look at Relief Web http://reliefweb.
int/disasters and be horrified at the
number of disasters listed as ongoing
since August 2012, all in developing
countries. Read ‘Paying for Future
Catastrophes’ in the New York Times
http://www.nytimes.com and see the
dilemma of people in hurricane zones
trying, or not, to obtain adequate
insurance, a scenario which also
haunts many folk in UK flood zones.
A relief then to find the down to
earth expert practicality of the Royal
Society of Medicine Catastrophe and
Conflict Forum [1] and even more so
the International Red Cross and Red
Crescent response and resources, in
particular their unique Disaster Law
Database [2].
For a case study on the effect of
politics and ethnicity on relief, look at
the article about Donald McGilvray in
Colorado University Magazine [3]. An
expert on the culture of Sri Lanka’s
east coast, McGilvray found that aid
agencies ignored the matrilocal dowry
tradition practised by both Muslims
and Hindus, and the economic need to
live near the beach. Less surprising is
the fact that west coast houses were
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re-built within a year, and four years
on, Tamils on the east still waited
for assistance. “What we ended up
discovering was that politics trumps
everything,” McGilvray says. “Who
gets the aid first? Who gets more? It
all gets influenced by politics first.”
So if you want “appropriate
emergency management”, I suggest
you live where you can trust
the honesty and integrity of the
relief agencies and the authorities.
Meanwhile, let’s hear it for Polly
Higgins and the Eradicating Ecocide
movement http://eradicatingecocide.
com - Polly is campaigning to make the
intentional destruction of ecosystems
illegal under international law by 2020.
Sally Macpherson
http://www.rsm.ac.uk/academ/
forcc.php
[2]
http://www.ifrc.org/en/what-wedo/disaster-management/aboutdisasters/
[3]
http://artsandsciences.colorado.
edu/magazine/2010/06/afterthe-tsunami-sri-lankan-culturepolitics-affected-recovery/
[1]

